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rather than his character-drawing that makes A History of
the Borgias interesting. Whence did he ferret out his list
of practical jokes permissible on ladies in the Borgian era?
Could he have invented the recipe for getting rid of un-
welcome guests of strewing harp-strings cut small on hot
meat so as to writhe like worms ?
Hadrian VII with the possible exception of the Book on
the Borgias is Rolfe's masterpiece, with all its uneven mix-
ture of news-cuttings, canon law, ecclesiastical scenes,
archaic diction and Rolvian propaganda. It might be
summed up as "If I were Pope," to take a place beside
Richard le Gallienne's "If I were God/* There can be
little doubt that Rolfe is describing some of his life, and
all his likes and dislikes. The sense of a foiled vocation to
the priesthood always lay at the back of his own defeated
life. His hero is himself, George Arthur Rose, who broods
for years over his rejection from Mary vale (Oscott) and
St. Andrew's College (Scots College, Rome), wonder-
ing "why, 0 God, have you made me strange, uncommon
such a mystery to my fellow creatures?"
The book was too brilliant not to strike sparks. "Fr.
Rolfe can write but hath a devil," the Daily Mail sug-
gested. The Review of Reviews described it as "a new
novel that is unlike all novels and is truly novel in style,
in matter and in design/' "It appears to be the work of a
devout Roman Catholic," said the Pall Mall Gazette, On
the other hand the Christian World felt that "no Protes-
tant could write anything more damaging!"
Hadrian VII saves the necessity of writing Rolfe's life.
He was undoubtedly his self-confessor with "reddish-
brown hair turning to grey" and "tattooed on the breast
with a cross," who wore his grandfather's silver spectacles
to write "his wonderful fifteenth-century script"; used
spring dumb-bells and slept in glycerined gloves; found
"the Roman Machine inexorable in inquiry as in righteous-

